THE TRUTH PROBLEM FOR PERMISSIVISM1
Epistemologists often assume that if rationality is worth pursuing, it must bear
some sort of connection to the truth. What exactly this connection amounts to is
mysterious, but the thought that there must be such a connection seems to limit our theory
of rationality in various ways. For instance, a classic objection to coherentism is that the
view seemingly has no safeguards against rational believers who get things very wrong –
so, one might think, the demand for a truth-connection favors externalist views over
internalist views. In formal epistemology, various understandings of the truth-connection
have been used to argue for formal norms such as probabilism and conditionalization.
This paper will examine the truth problem as it relates to permissivism.2 If rationality is a
guide to the truth, can it also allow some leeway in how we should respond to our
evidence?
In the first half of the paper I will look at a particular strategy for connecting
permissive rationality and the truth, developed in a recent paper by Miriam Schoenfield.
This strategy says (roughly) that there are limits on what we regard as rational, and
therefore there are also limits on the extent to which we should regard rationality as
leading to the truth. However, Schoenfield argues, there is a sense in which permissivism
can deliver a truth-connection. I will argue that this limited truth-connection is
unsatisfying, and the version of permissivism that supports it faces serious challenges; so,
for mainstream permissivism, the truth problem is still unsolved. In the second half of the
paper I will look at a strategy available to impermissivists, according to which rationality
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bears a quite strong connection to truth. I will argue that this second strategy is
successful.
I. PERMISSIVISM AND TRUTH
Permissivism, as I will understand it, is roughly the view that there can be rational
disagreements on the basis of a single body of evidence. According to impermissivism
(also called “Uniqueness”), this is not possible: there can be no reasonable disagreements
without differences in evidence. I will define impermissivism more precisely as follows:
IMPERMISSIVISM: For any body of evidence E, and proposition P, there is at most
one doxastic attitude towards P that is consistent with being ideally rational and
having E as one’s total evidence.
Permissivism, then, is the view that impermissivism is false: sometimes, multiple
doxastic attitudes towards P are consistent with being ideally rational and having E as
one’s evidence.3
Of course, no plausible theory of rationality can guarantee a truth connection.
Evidence is sometimes misleading, and rational beliefs are sometimes false. The
arguments I will focus on each set their sights a bit lower, claiming that we should
defeasibly expect rationality (according to some given theory) to lead us to the truth. In
this section I will introduce one attempt to show how, given a certain permissive notion
of rationality, we can expect rationality to give us accurate beliefs.
The permissivist argument I will examine starts with a thought commonly taken
to motivate permissivism: that rationality only takes us so far. In some circumstances,
rationality recommends one belief state or another, but in other circumstances it does not.
If rationality only takes us so far, it can only take us so far toward anything, including the
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truth. So, someone might endorse the following rough picture of how rationality is
connected to truth:
PERMISSIVIST ARGUMENT (VERY ROUGH PASS): Sometimes, rationality tells us
what to believe. In those circumstances we should expect that it is pointing us to
the truth. But other circumstances are beyond the scope of the rational rules, and
so, rationality does not tell us what to believe. We should therefore endorse the
following sort of connection between rationality and truth: Insofar as it points
anywhere, rationality points to the truth.
To defend this permissivist argument, one must give support for the following two
claims:
CLAIM 1: When rationality tells us what to believe, usually what it tells us to
believe is true.
CLAIM 2: Rationality often does not tell us what to believe.
The first claim is about the truth connection itself; the second is one way of stating
permissivism. (I am using “belief” here to include credences as well. One could
reformulate Claims 1 and 2 to be about credences and accuracy rather than belief and
truth.) To see how one might support both claims together, let us turn to the picture
developed recently by Schoenfield. In the next section I will evaluate this general
permissivist strategy, as well as Schoenfield’s more specific version of it.
Schoenfield’s defense of these two claims can be broken down into three pieces.
Together I will call them the “Endorsement Argument.” (What follows is my
reconstruction of her argument.) The first piece is a purported data point, which is that we
(meaning, literally, you and I) endorse certain belief-forming rules.4 These might include
logical rules like modus ponens, or more substantive rules such as “trust your
perception”, “reason inductively rather than counterinductively” and so on. (It does not
matter what the rules are, as long as there are some.) To “endorse” these rules, in the
relevant sense, is to regard them as truth-conducive: these rules are what we prefer from
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an accuracy-seeking perspective. (Throughout, I will use “accuracy” to denote closeness
to the truth, and sometimes switch between talk of accuracy and talk of truth.) Note that
endorsement is a feature of our preferences; it need not be conscious or explicit.5
The second piece is another purported data point: that the rules we endorse are not
exhaustive. Instead, they sometimes do not yield any answer about what to believe. For
example, Schoenfield asks: what is your credence that it will rain in Honolulu next New
Year’s Day? Plausibly, she argues, you have no precise credence here, and there is also
no credence that you think would be particularly accurate or truth-conducive. This means
that the rain-in-Honolulu case is permissive: many possible attitudes towards rain-inHonolulu are compatible with following the rules you endorse.
The last piece of the Endorsement Argument associates endorsing with regarding
as rational. On this view, what you judge to be rational is just what you judge to be
compatible with all the belief states and belief-forming rules that you endorse. Seeing
endorsement and rationality judgments as closely connected fits nicely with certain
metaepistemological views, such as expressivism. Although Schoenfield does not
explicitly defend taking this step, it is strongly suggested at the end of her paper. (More
precisely, she argues that we would not want to make rationality judgments that go
beyond endorsement – that is, we would not want to judge something to be uniquely
rational without also endorsing it.) Since I am primarily interested in the general
permissive strategy that holds Claims 1 and 2, from above, I will focus on what we might
say if we associate endorsement with regarding as rational.6
If we put together the three pieces above, we can support Claims 1 and 2. It is
easy to see how we get Claim 1. If the epistemic rules and belief states that we regard as
rational just are those we regard as truth-conducive – or compatible with the epistemic
rules and belief states that we regard as truth-conducive – then of course we should hold
5
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that rationality tends to lead to the truth. Claim 2 is straightforward as well: rationality
does not always tell us what to believe simply because the rules we endorse do not extend
to all cases. For example, these rules deliver no judgment about how likely it is to rain in
Honolulu on such-and-such future date. This appears to give us what we were after: a
connection between permissive rationality and truth.
II. TWO OBJECTIONS AND A QUESTION FOR THE PERMISSIVIST ARGUMENT
The strategy outlined above seems promising. But, as we will see, it is not the good news
for permissivism that it might appear to be. The connection between rationality and truth
is relatively weak – meaning that while rationality and truth are conceptually linked, on
this view, rational agents should not think that rationality is always better than
irrationality for the purposes of getting to the truth. And more worryingly, the truthconnection offered by this argument is only available to a narrow class of permissive
views, which are independently unattractive.
These two limitations, which I will discuss in sections 2.1 and 2.2, stem from a
common source: the fact that holding some doxastic attitude necessarily involves
regarding that attitude as more accurate than the alternatives. (Believing that P involves
regarding P as true; it would therefore be incoherent for someone to believe P but also
regard the belief that ~P as more accurate than the belief that P.) This thesis, called
“Immodesty”, is widely held by epistemologists (including Schoenfield, in situations in
which our credences are precise7); formal epistemologists often take immodesty as a
constraint on acceptable accounts of accuracy. Immodesty can help explain why, for
example, a rational agent with .6 credence in P will prefer to stay at her .6 credence
(absent new evidence) rather than switching to a different credence. Extending this
thought beyond an agent’s current credences to her epistemic rules or plans, rational
7
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agents will also expect their responses to various bodies of evidence (assuming those
conform to their plans) to maximize expected accuracy, given the evidence.8
Because of Immodesty, notice that a rational agent will take just one attitude
towards a given proposition (her own attitude) to be the best in terms of accuracy. And
this means she will only “endorse” one attitude, in Schoenfield’s sense. Insofar as she
regards other attitudes as more or less accurate, she will give better marks to attitudes that
are closer to her own. (For example, if her credence in P is .6, then she will regard a
credence of .61 as more accurate than a credence of .7.) These implications of Immodesty
will make trouble for the Endorsement Argument, both in articulating a strong connection
between rationality and truth, and in accommodating “acknowledged permissive cases”.
Before proceeding, let me make a note about my focus here. I am interested in
cases where agents have precise credences in response to a permissive body of evidence.
In taking this focus I am departing somewhat from Schoenfield’s discussion, which for
the most part focuses on cases in which we have either imprecise credences or no
credences at all in response to a permissive of evidence. However, Schoenfield does not
rule out the possibility that we will sometimes hold precise credences in permissive
cases.9 More importantly, other permissivist epistemologists typically focus on cases in
which we have precise credences. For instance, Kelly argues that permissivism becomes
more plausible when one thinks of belief in a fine-grained way.10 And others routinely
assume, either in examples or in offhand comments, that it can be permissible to have
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precise credences in these cases.11 For those reasons, I take it that permissivists in general
should be interested in what Schoenfield’s argument has to say about such cases; if this
argument turns out to lead to problems, this will give mainstream permissivists reason not
to take it on board.12
Throughout sections 2.1 and 2.2 I will assume, as Schoenfield does, that this
version of permissivism is compatible with probabilism as a rational constraint. I will
examine this assumption more closely in section 2.3. (So 2.1 and 2.2 will contain
objections; 2.3 will raise a question.)
II.1. The Connection Between Permissive Rationality and Truth. Schoenfield writes that
“it’s no mystery” why one would want to be rational in her permissive sense: being
rational just amounts to believing in accordance with the rules that one takes to be truthconducive.13 But as I will argue in this section, there is still a bit of mystery left: the
connection between rationality and truth (on Schoenfield’s permissive view) is not very
strong. Rationality is a way to get to the truth, but not a very good way. I will bring this
out by showing that if we are rational, it will not always be the case that we expect
particular rational credences supported by our evidence to be more accurate than
particular irrational credences.14
11
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As an example, consider the perspective of a rational agent, Ruth, who has precise
opinions regarding two propositions P and Q. Ruth’s evidence is impermissive regarding
P (perhaps it includes information about objective chances) and permissive regarding Q.
Suppose Ruth knows that her credences in P and Q are rational, and also knows that some
other credences in Q are rational besides her own. (In section 2.2 I will question how she
can hold this latter attitude, given Schoenfield’s picture, but let’s assume she can for
now.) And finally, suppose Ruth is immodest. She takes her own attitudes to have the best
shot at accuracy; she regards alternative attitudes to be less accurate the farther they are
from her own.
Now let’s suppose Ruth’s two friends, Adam and Roma, share her evidence
regarding P and Q. Roma shares Ruth’s credence in P, but has a significantly higher,
though also rational, credence in Q. Adam shares Ruth’s rational credence in Q, but has a
very slightly different credence in P. If Ruth compares her credences to her friends’
credences, she will come to the following conclusion: Roma is more rational than Adam.
But Adam is more accurate than Roma.15 If you are in Ruth’s position, it is indeed a
mystery why you would prefer Roma’s credences over Adam’s, for any accuracy-related
reasons.
If one endorses a set of belief-forming rules that allows for both impermissive and
permissive cases, then situations like Ruth’s will be inevitable. Rational agents will
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For a more concrete example, we can assign some numbers. (Adam’s credence in P is the only irrational
credence of the six listed.)
Credence in P

Credence in Q

Ruth

.6

.1

Roma

.6

.5

Adam

.61

.1

It’s easy to set up situations like this. Ruth will regard Adam’s credences as more expectedly accurate than
Roma’s if the difference in expected accuracy (from Ruth’s point of view) between Ruth and Roma,
regarding Q, is greater than the difference in expected accuracy between Ruth and Adam, regarding P. In
this example, assuming that all three agents have probabilistic credences, then using the Brier score: from
Ruth’s point of view, the expected inaccuracy of Adam’s credences is (.2841+.09)/2 = .18705 and the
expected inaccuracy of Roma’s credences is (.24+.25)/2 = .245.
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sometimes regard irrational responses to a given body of evidence as more accurate than
rational responses.16
What this means is that while the Endorsement Argument secures a connection
between rationality and truth, for permissivism, it turns out that rationality is still not a
very good way to get to the truth. (It is the best we can do, according to this argument,
but the best we can do is not great.) So while what is good about rationality is not a
mystery, one might still wonder what is especially good about rationality. (Compare:
suppose I say to you, “it’s no mystery why someone would want to eat a peanut butter
sandwich. Peanut butter sandwiches are healthy and taste good!” You might reply that it
is still mysterious why someone would choose to eat a peanut butter sandwich, or make a
peanut butter sandwich for a friend, if there are other available options. This is because
many foods are both healthier and more delicious than a peanut butter sandwich.
Similarly, if Ruth cares about accuracy, she will be able to say something good about
Roma’s credences. But Adam’s will look even better.) This is of course not a fatal flaw
by itself – for all we know so far, perhaps this permissive strategy is the best we can do.
But it does give us reason to look for something better.
II.2. Acknowledged Permissive Cases. A more interesting and pressing problem for this
version of permissivism has to do with the possibility of knowing that one is in a
permissive situation.17 (In the previous subsection I assumed that the Endorsement
Argument was compatible with the existence of acknowledged permissive cases; now it
is time to question that.) One of the main benefits of permissivism is its purported ability
to explain situations in which people can “agree to disagree” – about politics, religion,
16
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jury verdicts, and so forth – while still respecting one another’s epistemic credentials.18 If
permissivism is to reap this benefit, it must be able to explain how rational agents can
sometimes judge that their own belief about some matter is just one of several
permissible options. In this section I will show why permissivists will have trouble
accommodating both acknowledged permissive cases and Schoenfield’s Endorsement
Argument.
I will look at two ways in which a permissivist might make sense of
acknowledged permissive cases. The first way is available to many different permissivist
views, but cannot appeal to the Endorsement Argument. The second is compatible with
the Endorsement Argument, but leads us to an implausible view about acknowledged
permissive cases.
For both options, let us focus on a specific (purported) permissive case: again, the
proposition that it will rain in Honolulu next New Year’s Day. Call that “H”. Suppose a
rational agent, Petra, has evidence E and has adopted some rational attitude toward H
(one of the many rational attitudes), and is now considering whether her evidence is
permissive regarding H. If Petra’s current situation is an acknowledged permissive case,
then she should be able to reach the conclusion that her own belief is just one of many
permissible alternative beliefs. (For the arguments in this section it does not matter
whether Petra can know what those other beliefs are.)
The first option is one I will call “Personal Rules” permissivism. In the literature
this is sometimes referred to as the view that rationality is “interpersonally permissive,
but intrapersonally impermissive”. For each person, on this type of view, rationality
mandates a specific response to any given body of evidence. But this response varies
from person to person. Personal Rules permissivists may allow for a large number of
18
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cit.)
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impermissive situations, where all rational rules agree on what the evidence supports. But
they also allow for situations in which different agents’ personal rules disagree; those are
the permissive cases, where rationality by itself does not dictate how one should believe.
Examples of Personal Rules permissivism include subjective Bayesianism
(according to which each agent must update by conditionalization, starting from her own
initial credences), as well as some informal permissive views, according to which
rationality allows a range of ways to respond to one’s evidence determined by priorities
regarding believing truth and avoiding error, “power” versus “reliability”, and so forth.19
It also fits well with the view that we have our own “epistemic standards”, as developed
in an earlier defense of permissivism by Schoenfield.20
Personal Rules permissivists can explain acknowledged permissive cases
precisely because they see a distinction between an agent’s judging a belief to be rational
in response to some evidence, and judging it to be accurate given that evidence. Let us
return to Petra. If Petra’s belief about H is rational, according to Personal Rules
permissivism, that is because it accords with Petra’s personal rule. And because of
Immodesty, Petra should take her attitude in H to be the most accurate one, given her
evidence. But since this is a permissive case, it is one where Petra’s personal rule goes
beyond the rational requirements. If Petra can recognize this fact, then she should be able
to acknowledge that she is in a permissive case: her own attitude toward H is permissible,
but so are others. This strategy can explain how someone like Petra can recognize herself
to be in a permissive case (she can see that many options are rational) and yet maintain
her own belief in response to her evidence (she sees others as less accurate). And in fact,
Schoenfield’s earlier work uses this very argument to explain acknowledged permissive
cases.
However, this argument is incompatible with the Endorsement Argument –
precisely because the Endorsement Argument requires that endorsing-as-accurate entails
endorsing-as-uniquely-rational. If an agent has her own personal rules, then those are the
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rules she will “endorse” in Schoenfield’s sense; so, in any situation which is governed by
an agent’s a personal rule, the agent will take that situation to be impermissive.21
This means that the Endorsement Argument is not available to views which are
interpersonally permissive, but intrapersonally impermissive. Since interpersonal
permissivism and intrapersonal impermissivism are a popular combination, this limitation
is significant.22
Let us turn to a different possibility for accommodating acknowledged
permissivism. This one is compatible with the Endorsement Argument – it is
Schoenfield’s own suggestion. Remember that Schoenfield’s preferred version of
permissivism is one on which, in permissive cases, the rules we endorse do not determine
what we should believe. So if Petra happens to adopt some attitude about H, it will come
about through some non-rule-governed process: a bump on the head, random guessing, or
something like that. In other words, Petra’s attitude about H is not recommended by any
of the epistemic rules that she endorses. However, once again because of Immodesty,
once Petra has a precise opinion about H, she will endorse that opinion as accurate (and
hence regard it as rational). So how can Petra recognize that her case is permissive?
To allow for acknowledged permissivism in situations like Petra’s, Schoenfield
suggests a slight modification to her account of endorsement. She writes that if Petra sets
aside her opinion about H, she will be able to recognize that there are many belief states,
including her opinion about H, that are not ruled out by any of the rules she endorses.23
So she will regard her situation as permissive. Let us call this the “Setting-Aside
Strategy.”
The Setting-Aside Strategy gives us a way to allow for acknowledged permissive
cases and accept the Endorsement Argument. But permissivists should be hesitant to
accept the resulting view. That is because, while this suggestion delivers acknowledged
permissivism in one-off cases like the rain-in-Honolulu example, it does not work in the
21

Schoenfield expressly does not defend this view in her “Permissivism and the Value of Rationality.”
See, for instance, Meacham, Christopher, “Impermissive Bayesianism,” Erkenntnis LXXIX, Supplement
6 (2014): 1185-217 and Kelly, “Evidence Can Be Permissive,” op. cit. for discussion of the difference
between interpersonal and intrapersonal permissivism. Both authors defend permissivism, and both suggest
that interpersonal permissivism is more plausible than intrapersonal permissivism.
23
See Schoenfield, “Permissivism and the Value of Rationality,” op. cit., p. 16, fn. 11.
22
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many of the paradigmatic (purported) permissive cases that many epistemologists want to
recognize. As I mentioned above, permissivists often argue that many permissive cases
involve entire sets or systems of beliefs: religious or political worldviews, scientific
traditions, or methods of weighting various broad types of evidence. Permissivism is
(according to many epistemologists) supposed to legitimize a certain kind of epistemic
tolerance in the face of such systematic disagreement. So it is bad news if our view says
that such situations are permissive, but that we cannot acknowledge them as such.
To see why broader, acknowledged permissive cases are impossible, using the
Setting-Aside Strategy, suppose that Petra has a comprehensive set of religious beliefs,
which are one of many rationally permissible religious belief systems. Now suppose
Petra picks out just one of her religious beliefs, R, and asks herself whether her own
epistemic situation is permissive regarding R. Since she already has an opinion, she needs
to set it aside to see whether she endorses it independently of holding it; suppose she does
set it aside. What will happen? Well, if her religious beliefs are at all systematic, it seems
that she will be able to recover the set-aside belief, R, by using the rest of her beliefs –
just as she would be able to recover beliefs formed through the rational rules. The rest of
Petra’s beliefs, and in particular the religious beliefs that she has not set aside, will favor
her set-aside belief over the alternatives. So she will regard her evidence about R as
impermissive.
To take a more concrete example, suppose Petra’s religious beliefs are roughly
those recommended by Catholicism, and R is the proposition that the Holy Communion
is literally the body and blood of Christ. The result that most permissivists want is for
Petra to be able to say something like this: “I believe that Holy Communion is literally
the body and blood of Christ; however, I recognize that others with my very same
evidence may rationally believe that it is merely an expression of faith, or a symbolic
reenactment of the Last Supper.” But if the Setting-Aside Strategy is how Petra is to
check whether this case is permissive, we will not get the result permissivists want. The
Catholic view of Holy Communion is of a piece with the rest of Catholicism (the
authority of certain figures, the interpretation of other sacraments, and so forth); so,
Petra’s other religious beliefs will point toward her interpretation of the Holy
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Communion over others. This means that if she sets aside just this one belief, she will
still conclude that her situation is impermissive.
At this point, one might suggest that all Petra needs to do is set aside more of her
beliefs. Instead of just setting aside her belief about R, she should set aside all of her
religious beliefs. If she follows this strategy – call it the Expanded Setting-Aside Strategy
– she will recognize that there are many religious worldviews compatible with the
epistemic rules that she endorses. More broadly, then, we might suggest the following
setting-aside test: My belief B is but one of many permissible alternatives iff it belongs to
some collection of beliefs B+ such that, setting aside B+, my epistemic rules do not
recommend B over the alternatives.
The Expanded Setting-Aside Strategy, however, overgeneralizes in an
unacceptable way: it delivers the conclusion that all of our beliefs are permissive. This is
because for any belief or collection of beliefs B, there will always be some collection of
beliefs B+ such that you recognize the following: setting aside B+, the belief-forming
methods that you endorse do not privilege B over the alternatives. In the limiting case,
B+ is the set of all our beliefs. If we set aside all of our beliefs at once, we would
recognize that there is nothing to recommend them over other total belief states we could
have had – skepticism, counterinductivism, and obscure conspiracy theories would all be
permissible.
But this conclusion is false: there are some rational requirements, and not
everything is permissible. So the Expanded Setting-Aside Strategy is not a good one.
Neither possibility for accommodating acknowledged permissivism looks good.
The first possibility (Personal Rules permissivism) only worked by eliminating an
important part of the Endorsement Argument. The second possibility, the Setting-Aside
Strategy, works only if we are willing to accept an implausible view about acknowledged
permissive cases: either that they do not exist at all, that they are very rare, or that every
case is permissive. Some permissivists might, of course, be happy to take one of these
options and accept the Endorsement Argument. But most mainstream permissivists will
not want to do this. For these permissivists, there is still work to be done.
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II.3. A Question About Consistency Requirements. So far I have worked on the
assumption that Schoenfield’s view can allow probabilism (or some similar coherence
constraint) as a rational requirement. This seems to be both plausible on its face, and the
obvious and charitable reading of Schoenfield.24 Probabilism is also a popular candidate
for a rational requirement, which many permissivists will want to defend. However, it is
not entirely clear to me how we can accept probabilism, given the Endorsement
Argument as it is currently stated. So before moving on, I want to briefly look at how a
defense of probabilism might go. Doing so will open up some questions for permissivists
who wish to accept the Endorsement Argument: how exactly should we formally
characterize this notion, and under what conditions do we endorse certain rules or belief
states?25
The most obvious route to defending probabilism, of course, is to say that
probabilism is one of the rules or methods that we endorse. (“We”, here, means just those
of us who think probabilism is rationally required.) But is probabilism something that we
endorse? Recall Schoenfield’s definition of endorsement: to endorse a set of cognitive
properties is to prefer, when our only goal is accuracy, any cognitive system that
instantiates all of those properties to a cognitive system that lacks some of these
properties.26 Schoenfield suggests that if the agent’s credences are probabilistic, we might
understand endorsement in terms of expected accuracy. Under this interpretation, to
prefer a set of cognitive properties C is to be such that, for any cognitive system S,
EA(S|S satisfies C) > EA(S|~(S satisfies C)).27

24

Throughout the paper, Schoenfield suggests ways to understand her claims in terms of expected accuracy
(see much of section 3, as well as fn. 4, fn. 16 and elsewhere), which presupposes that an agent’s credences
are probabilistic. This suggests that she intends her view to at least be compatible with probabilism as a
requirement of rationality.
25
I thank an anonymous referee for helpful comments on this point, which inspired this section of the
paper.
26
ibid., p. 3.
27
ibid., p. 3, fn 4. Note that since expected accuracy is assessed relative to a probability function, it seems
that an agent can only endorse cognitive properties in this sense if she herself has some credences. This is a
realistic assumption for ourselves, of course, but it seems to rule out the possibility that someone could
endorse only probabilism, or only some other consistency constraint. If such an agent had no credences,
expected accuracy would not be defined for her. But if she did have some credences, then she would
endorse those credences, thereby contradicting the assumption that she only endorsed probabilism. In order
to make room for such an agent we would need a different way to understand accuracy-directed
preferences.
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We can now ask what it would mean to endorse probabilism itself, given this
more precise understanding of endorsement. If probabilism is just one of several rules or
methods that an agent endorses, it must be the case that the following inequality holds:
EA(S|S satisfies conditions n, n+1… and probabilism) >
EA (S|S satisfies conditions n, n +1… but not probabilism)
That is, among the options left open by the rest of what one endorses, the probabilistic
options have, on average, higher expected accuracy than the nonprobabilistic options.
It is an interesting question why and whether this inequality would be true. It is
not at all obvious to me that it would be true given what I endorse. Given one way of
reading the formal statement above, in toy case where one’s credence in H and in ~H are
both completely unconstrained, and anything between 0 and 1 is permissible, it seems
that the inequality fails. This means that given this conditional expected accuracy
interpretation of endorsement, many of us probably do not endorse probabilism.28

28

Suppose we interpret this statement, “EA(S|S satisfies C) > EA(S|~(S satisfies C))”, as saying the
following: for an arbitrary cognitive system S, the expected accuracy of S conditional on S satisfying C is
higher than the expected accuracy of S conditional on S not satisfying C. In other words, C-satisfying
cognitive systems do better on average than those that do not satisfy C. (I will consider another
interpretation in a minute). Now let us consider a toy case in which one’s credence in P, as well as one’s
credence in ~P, is unconstrained by the rules or methods that one endorses. Let “Pair” be an arbitrary pair
of credences consisting of a credence in P and a credence in ~P. We want to know: is EA(Pair | Pair sums
to 1) > EA(Pair | ~(Pair sums to 1))?
Let us use “x” to denote your credence in P, and “y” to denote your credence in ~P, without
assuming that these sum to 1. Without loss of generality, suppose P is true. (I am assuming, as is plausible,
that accuracy measurements do not depend on which world we are in.) Then, using the Brier score, we can
define the inaccuracy of a pair of credences (x, y) as follows: Inaccuracy(x, y) = 1 − 𝑥 ! + 𝑦 !
Suppose we pick an arbitrary pair of credences from a uniform distribution, not assuming this pair
is probabilistically coherent. We can find the expected accuracy of this pair of credences by taking the
integral of our inaccuracy function, between 0 and 1 for both x and y.
! !
2
1 − 𝑥 ! + 𝑦 ! 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 =
3
! !
!

The average value of our inaccuracy function for all possible (x, y) pairs, is .
!
If (x, y) is probabilistically coherent, x + y = 1. So the inaccuracy of this pair of credences will be
as follows: Inaccuracy (y, 1-y) = 1 − (1 − 𝑦) ! + 𝑦 ! = 2𝑦 ! . Now suppose we pick an arbitrary pair of
coherent credences – credences such that x and y sum to 1 – from a uniform distribution. To find the
expected accuracy of this pair of credences, we can again take the integral:
!
2
2𝑦 ! 𝑑𝑦 =
3
!
The expected value of a probabilistic pair of credences is exactly as good as the expected value of a
nonprobabilistic pair of credences. (Note that this argument built in a couple of assumptions, such as our
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One option here is to expand our understanding of endorsement, so as to include
dominance reasoning or perhaps other ways of valuing or pursuing accuracy. This would
allow us to make use of, for example, dominance arguments for probabilism from Joyce
and others.29 This strategy is certainly open to a defender of the Endorsement Argument,
but points to a further line of questioning: exactly what does it take to count as purely
having concern for accuracy, and what count as legitimate ways of pursuing accuracy?
And does it make sense to rely on expected accuracy reasoning at one time, and
dominance reasoning at another – or should we do away with the expected accuracy
understanding altogether?30 I will not attempt to develop this response in detail, but leave
it as a question for permissivists who are interested in adopting the Endorsement
Argument. These permissivists should not take it for granted that they will end up
endorsing probabilism.
A second strategy for vindicating probabilism (or, again, similar coherence
requirements) might come not from the content of the rules endorsed, but from the form
of endorsement itself. Certain formal requirements do seem to fall out of the nature of
endorsement. For example, suppose rule A recommends credence .5 in P, and rule B
choosing the pair of credences from a uniform distribution; one avenue for permissivists to respond might
involve arguing that this toy case should be set up differently. I will leave these possibilities aside for now,
as my main point is to show that defending probabilism via endorsement is not as straightforward as we
might wish.)
An anonymous referee drew my attention to another way we could understand endorsement.
Rather than spelling it out it in terms of conditional expected accuracy, as I do above, we could adopt this
stronger interpretation: if an agent endorses some set of cognitive properties C, then for all S, S’ such that S
satisfies C and S’ does not, EA(S) > EA(S’). This means that all C-satisfying cognitive systems are better,
expected-accuracy-wise, than all others. I leave it as an open question what the full consequences will be of
adopting this reading rather than the other. However, notice that this interpretation of endorsement rules out
situations like Ruth’s, which I discussed in the last section. Ruth cannot regard irrational Adam as more
(expectedly) accurate than rational Roma, given this stronger interpretation of endorsement. This seems to
me to be a reason for permissivists not to adopt the stronger interpretation: we would have to give up some
initially plausible views about what permissive requirements could look like. For instance, we could not
endorse both the Principle Principal (which will yield impermissive requirements, if we learn the objective
chances) and also a permissive view about, say, responding to visual or testimonial evidence. Giving up
this possibility is a big cost for mainstream permissivists. (Of course, another way permissivists could
respond to Ruth’s situation is to say that, contrary to my assumptions in section 2.1, acknowledged
permissive cases are not possible. But this is a big cost too, as I argued in section 2.2.) So permissivists
should not rush to accept this alternative interpretation of endorsement.
29
For example, Joyce, “Accuracy and Coherence,” op. cit.
30
One might think that it makes sense to rely on dominance reasoning (or Maximin, Minimax, etc.) in
situations where we have no credences and hence cannot make expected accuracy calculations, and to rely
on expected accuracy in cases where we have credences. But that argument would not help us here. In this
case (see fn. 28, above) we do get a result from expected accuracy calculations, but it is just not the right
result.
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recommends credence .6 in P (under the very same circumstances). Is it possible to
endorse both rules A and B? It seems that no single system could instantiate both rules
simultaneously, so it is not possible to endorse a set of rules that contains both A and B. It
is also not possible to simultaneously endorse a system that contains A (but not B) and a
system that contains B (but not A), since this pattern of endorsement would require
incoherent preferences. Perhaps with further development, an argument like this could be
extended to show that anything an agent endorses must be probabilistic. To argue this
way, we would need to show that our preferences would need to be inconsistent (or
something along these lines) if we endorsed, for example, rules that simultaneously
recommended .5 credence in P and .6 credence in ~P.
This second strategy also shows some promise. Notice that if we take this
strategy, we are changing the role of probabilism in the resulting view. Probabilism
would no longer be a rational requirement itself, but a necessary property of rules that we
judge to be rational.
For all I have said here, either of these strategies could turn out to be a successful
way of defending probabilism. So I do not take the discussion in this section as an
objection to the Endorsement Argument, or to the permissive strategy that it supports:
rather, I take it as a call for further clarification of the notion of Endorsement. Which
strategy permissivists pick could also have interesting consequences for questions about
what sorts of rules or belief states we actually endorse, as well as questions about what
sorts of rules or belief states it is even possible to endorse. For now, we can just notice
that probabilism does not obviously come out of the Endorsement Argument as stated so
far: it seems that defending it will require either reinterpreting or modifying the
argument.
II.4. Summing Up. So far we have examined a permissive strategy for connecting
rationality and truth. This strategy says that since rationality only gets us so far, we
should only expect a weak connection between rationality and truth. We have also looked
at one particular strategy for establishing that weak connection: Schoenfield’s
Endorsement Argument. That argument succeeds in linking rationality and truth.
However, as I have argued, mainstream permissivists – in particular, those who hold that
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multiple, precise credences can sometimes be rational in response to permissive bodies of
evidence – have reason to reject the Endorsement Argument. First, the Endorsement
Argument has the consequence that rational agents should sometimes expect some
irrational responses to their own total evidence to be more accurate than some rational
responses. Second, the Endorsement Argument seems to be incompatible with a plausible
view on acknowledged permissive cases, according to which such cases are widespread
and include religious, political, and scientific disagreement. Finally, I raised a question:
how should we understand endorsement, and what would it take for us to endorse
coherence requirements like probabilism?
But however limited the Endorsement Argument may be, perhaps it is the best we
can do. Can we do better? I will turn to that question in the next section.
III. CAN IMPERMISSIVISM DO BETTER?
In this section I will turn to a way in which impermissivists can connect rationality and
truth. The impermissivist strategy I will discuss is in some respects simpler than the
permissivist strategy. It relies on Claim 1, from before:
CLAIM 1: When rationality tells us what to believe, usually what it tells us to
believe is true.
But rejects Claim 2:
CLAIM 2: Rationality often does not tell us what to believe.
For impermissivism, Claim 2 is false.31 So if impermissivists can establish Claim 1, they
will have a strong connection between rationality and truth.
I will start by looking at an impermissivist argument for Claim 1 from my 2014
paper, “Immoderately Rational”.32 I will then discuss a line of objection to this argument.
Fortunately for the impermissivist, I will argue that the objection can be met;
impermissivists do have a viable route to Claim 1.

31

Here I am ignoring cases like liar sentences, where the rational requirements (on an impermissivist view)
might be indeterminate. I assume that such cases are rare.
32
Horowitz, “Immoderately Rational,” op. cit.
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In “Immoderately Rational”, I set out an argument for Claim 1, given from the
point of view of an agent who is rational according to an impermissive view of
rationality. The basic idea is similar to the Endorsement Argument, in that it connects the
rules or epistemic methods that a rational agent regards as truth-conducive with those she
regards as rational. However, the connection between the two does not rely on any sort of
metaepistemological view about the nature of rationality judgments. Instead, it uses the
thesis of impermissivism itself. There I argued that because of immodesty, a rational
agent will expect her own epistemic rules or methods to lead to the truth. If she knows
that rationality is impermissive, she will know that her own methods are the only rational
ones out there. So, she will expect rationality itself to lead to the truth.
Here is the argument as previously presented:
IMPERMISSIVIST ARGUMENT:33
Where E is any body of evidence, and C is any credence function:
P1. If C is any rationally permissible response to E, then my epistemic rule will
recommend C, given E.
P2. If my epistemic rule recommends C, given E, then C maximizes expected
accuracy given E.
C. If C is a rationally permissible response to E, then C maximizes expected
accuracy given E.
As we can see, the conclusion of this argument is a version of Claim 1: it says that
rationality maximizes expected accuracy. Let us go through the premises, seeing what is
required for them to be true, as well as what is required for the person giving the
argument to know that they are true.
P1 is true for the person giving this argument – call her “Irene” – if Irene is
rational, and rationality is impermissive. Therefore, Irene’s own epistemic rule is just the
(unique) rational epistemic rule. Irene can know P1 if she knows that she is rational, and
that rationality is impermissive.

33

This is taken from Horowitz, “Immoderately Rational,” op. cit., pp. 46-47. The discussion that follows,
however, goes beyond and in some cases disagrees with that original presentation of the argument. In that
paper I did not come out strongly in favor of impermissivism over “extreme permissivism”, for which I
offered a different type of argument. For our present purposes, I will just focus on the argument for
impermissivism.
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P2 is true if we accept an additional assumption: rational agents will be immodest.
Again, this means that rational agents will take their own beliefs to have the best
prospects for accuracy. How will Irene know P2? According to my argument in
“Immoderately Rational”, to know P2, Irene must know what rationality requires in every
circumstance.34 But it is not very plausible that Irene could come to have knowledge of
P2 in this way. (In fact, Schoenfield rejects this impermissivist argument for precisely
this reason: she holds the view that we can sometimes be rationally uncertain about what
it is rational to believe.35) However, there is another possibility for coming to know P2:
Irene might simply know that rationality requires Immodesty. Since (as we have already
said) Irene knows that she is rational, she can therefore also know that she is immodest.
This can get her directly to P2.
We have now seen what it takes to get this impermissivist argument off the
ground. Impermissivism must be true; Immodesty must be a rational requirement; and the
argument must be given from the point of view of a rational agent who knows these
things and knows that she is rational.
IV. AN OBJECTION TO THE IMPERMISSIVIST ARGUMENT
Let us grant for the moment that rationality is impermissive and that rational agents will
be immodest. If both of these are true, it is plausible enough that a rational agent could
come to know them a priori (for instance, by doing some epistemology). And let us
imagine that the agent giving this argument is rational. How could she come to know that
she is rational? This is not so clear. It is certainly not a priori; whether any given person
is rational is an empirical fact about the world, and so whether a person knows she is
rational depends on what evidence she has. Furthermore, most of us have good evidence

34

ibid., p. 46. This could happen; maybe the rational requirements are a priori, and since Irene is ideally
rational, she knows them all. She could then go through all possible situations one by one, like this:
“If E is e1, then rationality requires c1.” [mental calculation] “c1 maximizes expected accuracy
given e1. If E is e2, then rationality requires c2…”
This calculation will work out, of course, for the same reason that P2 is true: Irene is ideally rational and
immodest. So if rationality requires c1, then Irene’s epistemic rule also requires c1; and if Irene’s epistemic
rule requires c1, then she will take c1 to maximize expected accuracy. If there were a finite number of
possible bodies of evidence, Irene could come to know P2 by surveying all of them in this manner.
35
Schoenfield, “Permissivism and the Value of Rationality,” op. cit., p. 2.
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to doubt that we are rational. So, one might object to the impermissivist argument on
these grounds.36
In this section I will look at a couple of different ways in which this objection
might unfold. Articulating the objection will help us better understand the impermissivist
argument. In the next section I will argue that given a new interpretation of the argument,
the objection fails.
IV.1. We Cannot Make This Argument For Ourselves. We are now considering how one
might object to the impermissivist argument, on the grounds that it requires the person
giving the argument to know that she is rational. As a first pass, one might spell out the
objection as follows: “If I’m going to believe an argument’s conclusion on the basis of its
premises, I’d better believe the premises. I don’t believe that I’m ideally rational, and so I
don’t believe P1 of the impermissivist’s argument. Therefore I reject the argument.”
This first objector has a point. For instance, consider:
BANANA ARGUMENT
P1. I am hungry.
P2. When I am hungry, it is a good idea for me to eat a banana.
C. It is a good idea for me to eat a banana.
This is a valid argument, but I just had lunch. I do not believe P1. So it would be silly for
me to accept the Banana Argument’s conclusion on the basis of its premises. (It does no
good to insist: “but the argument is given from the point of view of someone, “Irene”,
who is hungry!” This will not prompt me to accept the conclusion as it applies to me.) Is
the impermissivist argument like the Banana Argument? Maybe: most of us do not know
that we are rational, so we do not know the impermissivist’s first premise. If the
impermissivist argument is one that we are supposed to make for ourselves, coming to
the conclusion on the basis of premises that we believe, then it fails.
However, the fact that some people do not know or believe certain premises is not
the kiss of death for an argument. Consider this argument:
APPLE ARGUMENT
36

This is slightly different from Schoenfield’s objection to the impermissivist argument. Schoenfield
argued that it is implausible to claim that rational agents can always know what rationality requires.
However, as discussed above, the impermissivist argument does not rely on this implausible claim.
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P1. We had five apples this weekend.
P2. We made applesauce, using four apples (and have not obtained or lost any
more apples).
P3. 5 – 4 = 1
C. There is only one apple left.
This is a good argument, and the premises are even true. But my 2-year-old son does not
accept it. It is not the argument’s fault that he does not accept it – it is just that my son
does not know how to subtract. If he were ideally rational (and informed about this
weekend’s applesauce project), arguably, he would believe the premises.
IV.2. We Might Not Be Able to Make the Argument, Even If We Were Rational. What if
we do not accept the impermissivist argument not because its premises are false, as in the
Banana Argument, but because it is like the Apple Argument, and we are (in some
respects) like epistemically unsophisticated toddlers? Here is a new hypothesis, then: if
we were ideally rational, then not only would the argument’s premises be true of us, but
we would believe them, too.
This is certainly a possibility for the impermissivist. She could argue that we are
rationally required to believe the premises of the Impermissivist’s Argument, and so we
are also rationally required to believe the conclusion. However, as previously discussed,
this response requires the impermissivist to defend a strong and implausible view to the
effect that rationality requires knowing that one is rational, which is likely false.
IV.3. Who Cares What This Person Thinks? In light of these first two objections, one
might ask: “So who is supposed to deliver this impermissivist argument, anyway? We
have established that it’s not me, and it’s not necessarily a rational version of me, either.
We can imagine a fictional character, Irene, who has the knowledge required to give the
argument. But Irene knows things that we don’t know and can’t be expected to know.
Who cares about Irene, and who cares about her argument?”
We have now landed on what I take to be the most powerful objection to the
impermissivist argument: it must be given from a particular perspective, and that
perspective requires particular empirical knowledge. But the reply to it, I will suggest,
gives the impermissivist a way out. Roughly, the impermissivist should reply that Irene is
23

an (imagined) expert, to whom we should defer. Seeing the argument this way helps us
understand why it makes sense to require that Irene know that she is rational.
V. DEFENDING THE IMPERMISSIVIST ARGUMENT
I will argue here that we can accept the impermissivist argument if we interpret it as a
case of expert deference. I will argue that Irene – an agent who knows certain a priori
truths about rationality, and knows that she is rational – is someone to whom we should
defer. So if we know that an agent like Irene can argue for a certain thesis, we should
accept that thesis.
Why should we defer to someone like Irene? It is easy to see why we would want
to defer to someone who knows various important a priori truths – such as, in this case,
that rationality is impermissive and requires Immodesty. But to give the argument, Irene
must also know that she is rational. The rationale for this argument is harder to see.
To provide that argument, let us back up and consider a different question, which
might at first seem unrelated. Should we defer to experts when we have more information
than they do, regarding the question at hand?37 For example, imagine that we have an
expert meteorologist at our disposal to ask questions about the weather. We ask her
whether it will rain an hour from now, and she gives us her answer based on all the latest
models and projections. Her answer is: it is very unlikely. Should we believe her?
Intuitively, yes. But now add this detail to the story: the meteorologist is working in a
windowless room and does not see that storm clouds are approaching from the west. We
can see out the window. Now should we believe her? No! What we should do is tell her
about the storm clouds, and allow her to add that information to her body of evidence – or
perhaps we should go back and ask about her conditional credence in rain, given that
there are storm clouds approaching. Only then should we defer to her prediction. The
general lesson: if we are going to defer to experts, we should make sure that they do not
lack relevant information that we have.

37

As will immediately become clear, my argument here follows Elga, Adam, “The Puzzle of the Unmarked
Clock and the New Rational Reflection Principle,” Philosophical Studies CLXIV, 1 (2013): 130-47.
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Now let us ask another question: should we defer to experts who do not know that
they are experts? Adam Elga argues that we should not: the fact that somebody is an
expert is, plausibly, a relevant piece of information that we have when we are deferring to
that person. We have this information if we are deferring (presumably, this is why we are
deferring). And it is relevant because having the information affects what we believe. Just
as information about storm clouds outside might change one’s rational credences about
the weather, information about one’s own expertise might change one’s rational
credences in all sorts of things. So, Elga argues, we should only defer to experts who
share our knowledge that they are experts.38
We can use Elga’s insight to explain how we should interpret the impermissivist
argument. The impermissivist argument is not one that we can, or should be able to, make
on our own: it is one made by an expert to whom we should defer. The person making the
argument, by assumption, knows some relevant a priori truths about rationality (that it is
impermissive, and that it requires Immodesty). And this person also knows that she is
rational. We build in this latter piece of knowledge not because it is rationally required
that the agent know it, but in order to make sure the agent is trustworthy.
This interpretation allows the impermissivist to present her argument without
making the controversial assumption that rationality requires us to know that we are
rational. What the impermissivist should say, instead, is this: if impermissivism is true,
and we defer to a trustworthy, rational expert’s view of the value of rationality, we can
come to accept a strong connection between rationality and truth.
The most obvious apparent problem with the impermissivist argument is now
taken care of. But one might worry that casting the argument in terms of expert deference
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Or alternatively: we should only defer to an expert’s conditional credences, conditional on the
proposition that she is an expert. Here is the argument from Elga (ibid., pp. 10-11):
“Consider [a panel of purported experts] named Cassandra, Merlin, and Sherlock. Conditional on
Sherlock being the true expert, what credences should you have?
It is tempting to answer: the ones that Sherlock has. … But that answer is not correct. For
Sherlock himself might be uncertain who is the true expert. And conditional on Sherlock being the
true expert, you should not be uncertain who the true expert is. …
… [Y]our credences, conditional on Sherlock being the true expert, should equal
Sherlock’s credences conditional on Sherlock being the true expert.”
Elga uses this argument to motivate a principle of deference to rationality itself, which he calls “New
Rational Reflection”. He models this on Hall’s “New Principal Principle”.
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creates a new problem. It is easy to understand why we should accept a valid argument
that we make for ourselves, or that we should be able to make for ourselves. But what
reason do we have to trust this imagined rational agent? What reasoning might lead us,
with the beliefs that we actually have, to accept someone else’s conclusions?
I propose that the impermissivist answer this objection by adding a rational
deference or level-bridging principle to her view. A natural candidate would be
something along the lines of Elga’s New Rational Reflection (though I will not defend it
here): our credences should match our expectation of the rational credences, conditional
on those credences being rational.
NEW RATIONAL REFLECTION: P(H|P’ is ideal) = P’(H|P’ is ideal)39
If something like New Rational Reflection is true, then it is true that we should defer to
agents like Irene. So if we can show that Irene would believe P on a priori grounds,
conditional on the fact of her own expertise, we have a good argument that we should
believe P as well. This is precisely what the Impermissivist Argument does: it is an
argument that Irene can make on a priori grounds, given the assumption that she is
rational. So we should believe the conclusion of the argument.
I will conclude this section with a final observation about this impermissivist
argument, cast as a case of deference. There might seem to be something peculiar about
accepting the conclusion of this particular argument, given that it is put in terms of
expected accuracy. Expected accuracy is assessed relative to a particular probability
function – in this case, Irene’s. Irene’s credences are different from ours, since she is
ideally rational and we are not. So how can we accept a conclusion that is assessed in
terms of Irene’s credences?
This question brings up a more general issue about how to defer to experts when
what they are telling us has probabilistic content. Such content is always assessed relative
to some probability function (or functions), so if this is a genuine problem, we should
expect it to arise in many contexts besides this one. I will not attempt to get into this issue
here, but I will mention some reasons to think that the problem is not intractable: it is
39

ibid., p. 11. In this context one might worry that such a principle begs the question against permissivism,
since if more than one credence function is ideal, New Rational Reflection leads to incoherence. But we
can fix this by specifying that the right deference principle applies in impermissive cases only. Since most
permissivists agree that some cases are impermissive, and since the present argument assumes
impermissivism anyway, such a restriction should not cause a problem.
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plausible that we can explain deference in this case using whatever theory of probabilistic
deference turns out to be true. One possibility is to say that in asserting “Probably P” (and
by extension, making assertions about expected value or expected accuracy) one is
making a recommendation that one’s audience adjust their beliefs in such a way as to also
endorse “Probably P”.40 Deferring to an expert on this type of view would just amount to
taking her recommendation. A related possibility, defended by Sarah Moss, says that
when we regard someone as an expert, we take her to know the contents of her assertions
(including probabilistic contents). So if we take this expert to know something like
“Probably P”, we can infer “Probably P” for ourselves.41 Building on one of these
approaches, we could develop a rational deference principle that tells us exactly what
deference amounts to in the present context.
For now, I will remain neutral on what exactly it means to defer to Irene’s
conclusion about expected accuracy in this case. For now the upshot is: the
impermissivist argument is best understood as a case of expert deference. If
impermissivism is true, then an expert – someone to whom we should defer – can
conclude that rationality maximizes expected accuracy. This gets the impermissivist a
strong connection between rationality and truth.
VI. CONCLUSION
We began by asking whether rationality can be a guide to the truth and also allow some
leeway in what we can believe. We then looked at two arguments purporting to draw a
connection between rationality and truth: one available to permissivists, and one available
to impermissivists. As we have seen, the impermissivist argument establishes a stronger
connection between rationality and truth than the permissivist argument. However, the
strength of the truth-connection is not all that matters. In closing I will discuss another
difference between the two arguments, and sum up what I take to be the state of the
debate.
40

See Swanson, Eric, “The Application of Constraint Semantics to the Language of Subjective
Uncertainty,” Journal of Philosophical Logic XLV, 2 (2016): 121-46 for an expressivist view that supports
this thought, and Mandelkern, Matthew, “How To Do Things With Modals,” forthcoming in Mind and
Language for a contextualist view with similar consequences.
41
Moss, Sarah, Probabilistic Knowledge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018). See especially section
5.4.
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This difference appears to favor the permissivist argument, at least initially. That
is: the permissivist argument is pitched at you, the reader, and (if it works) takes you to its
conclusion, mostly relying on premises you already believe. The impermissivist
argument, on the other hand, requires you to buy into a complete “package deal” in order
to reach its conclusion: you must accept impermissivism, and immodesty, and a rational
deference principle. Because of this, it looks like the permissivist argument will be more
dialectically effective than the impermissivist argument. Because dialectical effectiveness
is so clearly a goal of Schoenfield’s Endorsement Argument, we should spend some time
discussing it directly. Although the Endorsement Argument is designed for dialectical
effectiveness, in the end I don’t think this consideration favors it over the impermissivist
argument.
One reason is that dialectical effectiveness is not a very important virtue of an
argument. In philosophy we are not just trying to convince one another. And a very broad
demand for dialectical effectiveness – say, one that says we need to convince not only the
rational or mostly-rational, but also toddlers and other people with serious rational
pathologies – would be both impossible to meet and useless to aim for. Even an audience
of mostly-rational adults only is hard to target: what will convince one overall-reasonable
person may not convince another at all.
Still, let us focus on you, and assume that you are more or less reasonable.
Whether an argument is dialectically effective for you will depend on whether you accept
its premises. A little less obviously, dialectical effectiveness depends on whether you
accept the conclusions that the argument commits you to (one reader’s modus ponens is
another’s modus tollens, and so forth). I do not know you or what you believe. But I
predict that if you are a mainstream impermissivist, you will be happy with the
impermissivist argument discussed here. Its commitments (impermissivism, immodesty,
and a rational deference principle) are ones you should be happy to accept. If you are a
mainstream permissivist, however, I predict that you will not be happy with the
Endorsement Argument. This argument most crucially relied on a specific view about the
nature of rationality judgments, which does not sit well with “Personal Rules”, or
intrapersonally impermissive, versions of permissivism. And the Endorsement Argument
was also incompatible with plausible views about acknowledged permissive cases. In this
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respect, the endorsement argument does not seem to do so well on dialectical
effectiveness after all.
To sum up: mainstream impermissive views can explain how rationality is
connected to truth. But the truth-connection provided by the Endorsement Argument
comes at a steep price for mainstream permissivists. For permissivism, the truth problem
remains unsolved.
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